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Is Back Pain Affecting Your Work, Sleep, Energy, Mood, Relationships, Your LIFE?What if
Someone Told You That it is Possible to Eliminate Back Pain, Even After Suffering for Over Two
Decades?You're about to find out: How the author started suffering from back pain at the age of
17How a series of life events made his back pain even worseFailed attempts at improving his
conditionThe first steps towards reducing back painThe biggest mistakes he learned fromThe
lifestyle changes that reduced his back pain until it was *almost* goneOne simple, easy thing he
did to become 100% pain freeA simple, actionable blueprint you can follow to reduce your back
pain and reclaim your life back



Back Pain: How I Got Rid Of It – After Suffering For 20 YearsContentsIntroductionThe EndThe
BeginningThe Surgery20+ Years of PainThe Car AccidentAcupunctureThe First Weight Loss
AttemptThe First Attempt at ExerciseSecond Attempt at ExerciseThe Beginning of the EndFirst
Successful Attempt at ExerciseThe Last Ingredient to My RecipeThe Right Approach to
Conquering Freedom From Back PainWhat I did Wrong and You Shouldn’t DoIntroductionLet
me start by thanking you for making the choice to read this book. I trust that you’ll find value in it
and in addition you fill find real life, actionable points which you’ll be able to implement in order
to improve the quality of your life.The EndMost people like to tell stories. Some of them like to
start their stories with the end.I guess I’m one of them.Hopefully you’re ok with that. If not, you
have a choice; you can start with The Beginning.The end is where I am now. It’s not really an end
– it’s in so many ways a beginning, because every day is a wonder I couldn’t be more grateful
for.Life unfolds beautifully, pain-free, every day, and honestly there are times when I almost can’t
believe how far I’ve come from living a life limited by pain, stress, and all the negativity that
comes along.Just a few months back I was working on renovating my house, hauling
construction material, debris, furniture, breaking every rule in the book - you know what I’m
talking about – lift with your legs, not with your back, keep your back straight, etc.I did all that
renovation work all by myself within a month and a half, including emptying the house and
carrying construction materials, tools, furniture, ripping out old floors, laying down new ones,
without a single bit of pain in my back.To put things in perspective, less than two years before
that time I would need to sit down on a chair because lifting a 3-pound laptop off the floor would
cause so much pain, I couldn’t even stand up.But I’m getting ahead of myself…So life’s good
now, I exercise a few times a week, between 2 and 4, I eat pretty much whatever I want (I
happen to want healthy stuff for the most part, but at times I eat junk and enjoy it without any
guilt whatsoever).I can lift heavy stuff, I run, jump rope, play tennis, table tennis, swim, lift
weights, do cardio, high-intensity interval training, and amaze whoever happens to be taking my
vital signs.Whenever I get my vitals done for a blood donation I get asked if I run marathons –
that one always cracks me up, because I’m not a huge fan of running for hours… just not my
thing.That’s me on the cover by the way, with no fancy photoshopping or any tricks, special lights
or expensive cameras and lights. It’s just me in my living room, with a Nikon D50 bought 8 years
ago and a tripod.I only had the background removed because you don’t want you to see the
mess in my living room. Ok, enough bragging; you didn’t come here to hear me toot my own
horn, but rather to find out how I got here.Before I get into how I overcame back pain and got to
this point, I want to get one thing out of the way.The steps that I took worked for me. It wasn’t
easy and it wasn’t painless. Some of the things I did were purely experimental and if I were to go
back I wouldn’t’ do them, or at least I wouldn’t do them in the same order.I’d change things
around, but that’s not the subject of this book. This book is an account of what I did to get to
where I am now, be it smart of less than smart, hard or easy, proper or not.I am not a doctor and



in no way do I recommend that you go ahead and duplicate the stuff that I did. It might end up
hurting you and there’s no way I’ll be responsible for that. It’s likely that you’re mature and
responsible enough to make decisions that won’t result in hurting yourself.So now that we’ve got
that out of the way, it’s time to go to the beginning.The BeginningI guess that would be over 20
years ago, when I was about 17. I was quite active at the time… played soccer quite a bit and did
a lot of martial arts training since the age of 14. Everything was perfect, with one exception; I
started to get this annoying lower back pain on my left side. Being the little 135-lbs macho that I
was, I made the wise decision to continue with my training.Guess what? My back pain didn’t get
any better.As a matter of fact, it got to the point where every step I took would send sharp stabs
through my back all the way to my brain. I had never experienced anything nearly as painful in
my life… at least not until then.The pain was so bad, that coughing sent jabs of sharp pain
through my back. Every move that involved my core hurt. A lot. Twisting was horribly painful, so I
had to make sure to turn with my legs whenever I needed to make a turn to grab and move any
object.The only time the pain would decrease was when I was properly warmed up and
exercising, but after exercise, things would go back to “normal”, which was unbearable pain.The
SurgeryTo make matters worse, I started to notice something growing on the side of my neck…
it was a growth of the size of a Ping-Pong ball… something hard and kind of creepy if you will.
My mom took me to see several doctors, who eventually decided that I needed surgery.I was
slightly worried, because I’d never had surgery for anything before, but I decided to trust the
medical system and go with the surgery. In retrospect, I should’ve looked for a better doctor
because after coming out of surgery, I realized that I couldn’t raise my left arm above shoulder
level anymore, unless I held it under a certain angle. If you look closely at the picture on the
cover, you’ll see a “depression” around the left shoulder. That’s where the dead muscle is.
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forlotto, “Back pain sucks I've only been suffering months. I bought this book because I have
dealing with lower back pain for months. I injured my back working on the job putting in hundreds
of 42" steel framed LCD monitors. I went to work busted my hump did all this crawled around on
the floor running wires and other components for an Arcade Manufacturer. At first when I hurt my
back I took a couple of days of vacation. Then I came back to work for a half of a day and had a
weekend. I came back and started working like nothing was wrong with a powerful motivation
feeling great... I went to kneel down onto the floor and work on some wiring and bam my back
went out I could not stand it had to go in to the docs for medical treatment. It was crappy to say
the least the doc said that I needed to be off work for the next week so while I was off layed in
bed worried and helpless not knowing what to do I slept and got relief from my heating pad.
(Which does help for me...) I slept and woke up all day long just hoping the next time I woke up I
would be ok and able to move finally after 5 days of sleeping and moving very limited I was able
to move a bit. For years I have weighed between 250 - 280 I go about 260lbs at the time of
writing this but this is where I feel most comfortable at 6' 1" I have been a brick house just solid
like a tank not ripped but able to rip anything up in my way I feared lifting nothing and was always
called on when help was needed and I would gladly get to it. Back to my story I was getting
better so I finally was able and willing to start physical therapy I went going there at first I could
barley arch my back I was completely stiff but after about a month and a half of appointments
and religiously doing the workouts at home provided I graduated from physical therapy my back
was feeling lots better while not 100% it was good. I wore my back brace at work for another
week as the doctor said it was needed. During this time I was on "Light Duty" which was is such
a "JOKE" my job said they had office work I could do when I came back but they threw me back
out onto the floor and expected me to just work and told me ask for help when I needed it as it is
a requirement when you lift things. So I figure what the heck if I hurt my self it is on them I can't
just quit my job and walk away! So I got out of my back brace and felt pretty good then we get
these deluxe gigantic games to work on and they throw me on monitors. They aint that bad but
once they are in a huge 55" wooden box with 1/4" plexi glass covering them and you have to
move each one 4 times you learn very quickly these are no light weight objects grossing easily
over 100lbs even with help were hard to lift. Now keep this in mind my job put me on the heaviest
thing KNOWING that I had just gotten over this injury well guess what I hurt my back again this
time I said nothing did nothing as I feel helpless as if I am wasting my breath and mad and ready
to retaliate all in one. I got out the back brace and started wearing it faithfully every day again.
Which was a couple of days that's it cause I had a few days off coming for vacation. The 16 hour
car ride was brutal but I made it there and back my back was still in pain but I just kept doing
what I had to do when I came back. After about a week or better it stated feeling OK so I took my
back brace off and worked nearly 100% of the day and bingo 5 minutes before the bell rings I am
lifting something this time light maybe 40lbs and it felt like someone had jabbed a knife into me!



This is where I am now for the most part after reading this book my goals have now been to get
back into the exercise routine and hope that my job does not effect my health further but I have
been in pain for days now and today I had the same sharp pain again and would you believe a
fellow employee had the nerve to ask me to lift a pool table after knowing that I was in massive
pain luckily after saying yes he said never mind I have an idea but I am very upset at the lack of
compassion that people have for me for 8 years I have helped people who were not able
mentally or physically lift things by taking their place if someone was injured I was always the first
one to say no no your hurt let me do this for you!Why is there such selfish non caring individuals
in this world just floors me! It makes me sick almost to the point that I would like to muscle some
of them bad back be damned. It is very frustrating I wish that people would appreciate all that I
have done and help me as I would them. Society is like a deaf ear it feels while it may not be I
feel as if I have been taken advantage of for the last 8 years.I don't know weather this book or
anything will brink me back to mule status. But I am willing to try nearly anything and I will begin
with exercise after I get some padded mats as the floor kills the tailbone. There should be
something by now why medical phenoms do not have simple and effective solutions to such an
age old problem just floors me! I see Duke has been working on disc repair....I was told by my
physician that I had muscle related pain but this is with no xrays, no MRI's no nothing I happen to
believe that could be true possibly as muscle strains can last for quite some time.... But I hope to
heck whatever it is gets better soon! I am 32 years of age and have a lot of life to live!This is my
story and my review sorry if it was too long. But thank you for this read!”

Robert Colburn, “Inversion What???......... I got this book because it was free on
Kindle........Back Pain???....Universal problem for any athlete or working man (or woman); In
reading this book, I see many things he refers to as necessary for eliminating back pain; Most I
have tried, and continue to attempt; But....what is this inversion table this man speaks of?? I
thought it was a table at a witch doctor's office.....But, not so. I was walking through a prominent
chain store that sells in bulk, and low and behold there was an inversion table on display;
Hmmmm, $219.....I'd like to have it to try out, but that's an expensive risk for me; Yes....I am
guilty of doing what most intelligent Americans do.....I go home and check Amazon...you know,
just to see what it might run. Price ranges vary widely, but I noticed one that was previously
about twice the price it was now; Less than 1/2 the price of the one I saw in person, and free
shipping with Prime. So, I am most fortunate to have stumbled up on this book...A short read,
with info that would help anyone who is sick-up-and-fed with the same old take-a-pill-and-call-
me-next-month routine and wants to take a chance as I did and maybe you too can get some
benefit from a survivor's story. It will take much personal effort, and time, but if you're like
me....You've already done most of the "Heavy Lifting", by exercising and eating properly....You
just need direction from a survivor.”

Jason, “Good advice, not easy but not impossible. As a person who has suffered from back pain



for almost as long as I can remember, I am always on the lookout for good information on ways
to relieve it (other than the typical 'lose weight and exercise'...) This book chronicles the author's
personal struggle and the techniques he used to overcome his back pain.It is short, but has
some good information inside. The author writes in a very conversational tone that is easy to
read and understand, and does a good job of relating his struggles and successes. Overall it is a
very good book and a quick, entertaining read and I would recommend it to anyone who suffers
from back pain.”

david, “my backpain. I enjoyed the journey along with this fellow sufferer. There are other back
pain books and the main emphasis one gains is you have to find your own solution to your
individual pain. It's not convenient to me to adopt all this books recommendations but selected
elements have assisted my own solution. I would certainly recommend reading this as a part
solution - but do experiment with your own solution.”

Leo Wadsworth, “Good solid PRACTICAL information. I appreciate the approach this book
takes. It is good to read it slowly, because sometimes it throws out gems quickly, like how to find
which foods are the most inflammatory. While I'm sure the best results come with the inversion
table, I've gotten a ton of great helpful information (and HELP for my own back pain) from this
book without one.  Highly recommended!”

L. Hamill, “very Valuable Information. This is one of the best books regarding back pain and
regaining your life back again. I have spent 14 years with severe back pain. I highly suggest that
all back suffers read this book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “1 star for the information in the book but 5 .... 1 star for the information in
the book but 5 stars for the service in getting it to me, thank you…D”

The book by Tudor Pangal has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 13 people have provided feedback.
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